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The problcnz of propagation of E, wave guided by a circular cylindrical non- 
&mnly corrugated nzetallic structure which is considered as an artificial dielectric 
rraditrm having co-sintrsoirlal dielectric constant prof% in the direction of propaga- 
tion has been formrilated in the fo~nz of Hill's equation which Iws been .solved for 
the phse consfant as a function of the parameters of the corrirgated structure. 
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The characteristics of guided electromagnetic waves in a stratified 
dielectric medium can be determined by formu1atin.g the problem in terms 
of a pair of linear second-ordw differential equations with variable co- 
&cients, with one equation for each of two orthogonal polarisations. A 
rigorous solution of the problem is possible, if' for a given polarisation the 
dielectric constant profile is such that the governing differential equation 
on be written in a form for which the solution can be expressed in terms 
of known functions. Tyras [l] Wait [2] Burman and Gould [3, 41, Gould 
and Burman [5] have suggested some dielectric constant profile4 for which 
the governing differential equation is amenable to solution in terms of 
known functions. The differential equation cam also be solved by W.K.B. 
and phase integral methods of approximation if the spatial variation of 
dielectric constant is very slow that is small over distances comparable to 
the wavelength of the guided wave. 

Rigorous solution for the propagation characteristics and Geld distri- 
butim of waves guided by a sinusoidauy modulated plane reactance surface 
.ha obtained by OLiner and Hessel [6] who expressed the explicit field 
amPbudx and the determinantal equation for the propagation wave 
-be1 in the form of a continued fraction which is rapidly covergent for 
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all values of modulation. The problem of electromagnetic wave propaga. 
tion in sinusoidally stratified dielectric mediz. for the case of &modes has 
been formulated in the form of a Mathieu dfferential equatioii and the 
dispersion propeities and the fields of electromd~netic waves are analysed 
in terms of a " stability " chart by Tamir et al. [71. Propagation charaCC 
teristics of E-waves in a sinusoidally stratdied plane dielectric medium 
have beer studied by Yeh et 01. [8] by formulating the problem in the form 
of Hill's equation. Numerical computations of the dispnrsion charac- 
teristics show that the stability diagrams for Hiill's equation and those fa 
Mathieu's equation are quite drffirent. &sey [9] has introduced a novel 
memod for determining electromagnetic fields in a plane-stratified medium 
by solving the governing differential equations fol each poiarisation in 
terms of Hill's function. This method is useful for a wide range of dielec. 
tric constant profile. 

The reflection cneflicient of electromagnetic waves at a stratified 
medium has been obtained by Ronchi [lo] by using va7'iational technique. 
The problem of reflection and transmission of electromagnetic waves 
directed at a &electric slab, the rclztive permittivity of which varies sym- 
metrically, either linearly or exponentially from a maximum value at the 
plzne of symmetry has been solved by Hdddendorst [I I ] .  The reflection 
and transmission coefficients have also been computed for electromagnetic 
waves proplgating through a dielectric slab, the permittivity of which 
decreases symmetrically according to an inverse square law profile fromthe 
middle plane to the slab walls bounded by air by Pbillippe [12]. Numerical 
methods hwe been used to study scattering of plane electromagnetic waves 
from nonplanar periodic structures by Neurenther and Zaki [131. 
Scatteiing of plane electromagnetic waves from a perfectly conducting BW 

face with a sinusoidal height profile has also been analysed by Zaki and 
Neurenther 1141 by formulating the problem in the form of integral equafion 
and solving it by using the method [IS] of moments. An exact mathe- 
metical procedure for the design of a modulated corrugated surface to 
support a specified group of surface waves has been described by Bo!.!j& 
1161. The analysis is limited in application to two-dimensional cornigaM 
surface radiators. The analytical technique developed is however not 
valid for the cylindrical geomehy nor for the dielectric slab form of trapped- 
wave surface. The analysis does not apply to the case of dielectric structure 
as it postulates that there is no energy flow across the interface between 
the guiding structure and the free-space region above .this structure. BOB- 
jahn's technique of designing the surface of a surface wave modulated stm- 
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,,,, may be said to be a basic conttibution so far as two-diiensional model 
of a surface is concerned. Tamir and Wang [17], Tamir 1181 
and Tamir and Wang [ 191 have also contributed significantly in the field 
of wave propagation over modulated surface. 

~t appears from the above survey of existing available literature on 
propagation of electromagnetic waves in a stratified dielectric medium that 

hro.ork so far have been concerned with modulated natural planar dielec- 
tric surface except that of Bolljahn. It is also evident that no attempt has 
been made so far to study propagation of electromagnetic E,-waves in a 
circular cylindrical non-uniformly corrugated structure which is simulated 
8 an artificial dielectric co-sinusoidally modulated in the direction of 
propagation, though the propagation characteristics of E, wave in uni- 
formly corrugated metal and dielectric structures have been the subject of 
intense study 120-271. 

The object of the present paper is to present a report on the derivation 
of an expression for the phase constant of E,-wave launched in zn artificially 
simulated co-sinusoidally modulated dielectric medium in the form of 
non-unifomly corrugated circular cylindrical metallic structures. The 
study is a contfibution of the work recently reported by the authors [28] 
rm the simulation of co-sinusoidally modulated dielectric profile and the 
work [20-271 related to uniformly corrugated structures. 

Maxwell's electromagnetic field equations in a source-free, chalge- 
free, non-conducting medium with varying electric permittivity K (2) = eo 

f (2) in the direction of propagation are 

mime the field intensity vectors 2 and $ are assumed to have harmonic * dependence according to 
-3 + 

E = E exp (-iwt) 
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and 

to = 8 864 x faradfmeter 

: I ,  = 47~ x lo-' henrylmeter 

performing the Curl operation on (1) and substituting from (2), we obhn 
the following electric vector wave equation in a medium having spab 
ally varying dielectric constant e (z)  in the z-direction and assuming tk 
medium having constant permeability and is non-conducting 

In a similar way we arrive a t  the following magnetic vector wave equatioc 
+ * + 

3 x  T7 x H - ~ , ? E ( z ) H  - "*'x V x H = O  
E (z) (3 

3. WAVE EQUATION FOR E WAVE IN A SPATIULY MODULATED 
DIELECTRIC MEDIUM 

-+ + 
The electric E and magnetic H field intensity vectors can be expmed 

in term.. of a scalar quantity Y (p, Q, z) in cylindrical coordinates @,#,:I 
by the following Curl relations 

+ 
where i, denotes unit vector in the z-direction. 

We will deal with the magnetic vector wave equation (5) which aftG 

-b 
substituting for H from eq. (7) becomes 
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represents the scalar wave equation for E-waves in a non-conducting, 
non-magnetic medium having spatially varying dielectric constant. 

4. SOLUTION OF THE WAVE EQUATION 

Using the method of separation of variables, the solution of equation 
(9) is obtained as 

V (P ,  4.2) = 1 4  Ja (kp) + BE Yo (kp)] @ f,12 (2) = 0 (10) 

Where the function (2) satisfies the following second-order 
differential equation 

.&ere ko2 = wPpO EO and the radial propagation constant k is independent 
of the z-coordinate and is related to the axial phase constant /3 (z) by the 
following separation constant equation 

k Z + P Z  = ko%(z). (12) 

5. SOLUTION OF THE WAVE EQUATION FOR A CO-SINUSOIDALLY 
MODULATED DIELECTRIC MEDIUM 

We will consider E-wave propagation in a medium which has a co- 
rinusoidal dielechic constant profile of the form 

& r e  L denotes the period of modulation in the z-direction and the modu- 
&ion index S satisfies the inequality condition 

O f s < l .  (14) 

Ihe undulated dielectric constant E" is a function of the radius b, spacing 
sbetween. discs and radius a of the central supporting conductor of an uni- 
formly corrugated ctrcular cylindrical metallic structureandis given by [28] 
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t = thickness of discs 

7 ,  = r'adial propagation constant of uniformly corrugated structure, 
For a co-sinusoidally stratified dielectric medium the differentlal equation 
(11) after substituting (13) becomes 

Using a new variable f ( = y )  instead of the variable z, the above equb 

tion (15) can be transformed to 

1 $ $(.' (1 - 6 coa 21)) - d (ff 

(16) 
where 

The differential equation (16) can be written in the f o m  

where 

The function A ( f )  being an even function can be written in the form 



subs[it~iting eq~~ation (18) into equatioll (17) we obtain thc following govern- 
ing differential equation for propagation of E-waves in a spatially stratified 
8~tiGcial dielectric medium having periodicity L 

which i s  the general form of well known Hill's differential equation. Since 
the artificial dielectric medium has been assumed to be periodically modu- 
fated the solution of cquation (19) fo i  W"," (f) will include not only the 
fin~darnental but also higher order spatial harmonics. Hencc using 
Floquet's theorem, the solution for W(f) can be expressed in terms of 
forward (n is $. ve) and backward (n is - ve) spatial harmonics by 

where n = 0 I eferi to the fimda~nental. 

6. DETERM~NATION OF 0" AND 8, (?I .f. 0 )  

A (f) in equa.tlon ( 1  7 a) can be written as 

Expanding A (f) in equation (18) into Fourier Cosine seiies and comparing 
wid (8 given by equation (1 7 b), the following values for 0, and On are 
obtained in terns of the uninodulated (6 = 0) dielectric constant eo and the 
modulation index 6 which can be defined by 
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Since h (c )  and hence 0's are related to 8 and E' which are functions of 0, b 
and s, therefore, the values of respective 0's depend on the physical para- 
meters of the structure, i.e., 8 = f (s b, a). Hence it may be said that 
the following differential equation 

govern the propagation characteristics of E-waves in a non-uniformly 
corrugated circular cylindrical metallic structure which can be simulated 1.281 
ar, a spatidly modulated artificial dielectric medium. 

Substituting equations (16 a) and (20) into equation (10) the solution 
for the scalar function Y' @, 6, z) becomes 

The field components for E, wave are H+, E, and E, which can be deter- 
mined from equations (7) and ( 6 )  respectively. Equation (7) yields 

H --V;;. 
9 - 2~ 

(25) 

Hence using equation (24) in equation (25), we obtain 

ff,, - ( 1  - 8 cos 2;F)1' ' [A kJ1 (kp) + Bkyl (kp)J 

DC 

~ X P  ( i i~ a (8)  exp (* 2in y)  
nr-OS 
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fierefore the axial component of the electric field is given by 

where the following recurrence relations have beell used 

4 (kp) Ji (kp) = Jo (kp) - - 5 - 
Y k K' (kp) = Yo ( k p )  - A p )  

kp - 

Since from equation (6) 

i bH* EP = --'- -- 
W K  (z)  2-7 

the radial component of the electric field is given by 

x exp (+ 2F))] (30) 

field distributions in the stratified artificial dielectric medium 'given by 
the ComPonents, En, Ez, and Ho can be evaluated by determining from 
tke mhtion of Hill's equation, 
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8. CHARACTERISTIC EQUATTON FOR P 

Since 

equation (23) reduces to 

which reduces to 

Hence the governing differential equation (23) for the modulated corm- 
gated structure reduces to an infinite number of linear homogeneous alge- 
braic equation in Cn as follows 

0 

- (8 -+ 2aIP Cn (B) + 2' 8, C,-,(p) = o 
m = - m  

(32) 

~ i t h % _ , ~ = O ,  and n =  2 , - - 1 , O , +  1 ,  + 2  .... 

The set of equations (32) is written in the form of an infinite determinant. 
The possib&ies of infinite determinant were first brought into notice by 
Hill 1261 in his researches on Lunar theory. In order to obtain a non- 
trivial solution the dctermimnt must vanish to zero. It is also necessary 
that Lhe deteminant be convergent. The investigation of convergence of 
the infinite determinant 1s due to Porncare' [30] and by Koch [31]. 

h order to secure the convergence of the infinite determinant in [3q 
me following discussion is considered to be worthwhile. Let the deter. 
minsnt be represented by 
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~f m +w, the determinant Dm is said to be convergent if it tends to a deter- 
,inate limit D. In the determinant D, the elements Aii form the principal 
diagonal. The subscripts i and k form the rows and column respectively. 
Any element Aik is called a diagonal if i = k or a non-diagonal if i k. 
fie element A ,  , is the origin of the determinant. 

According to Koch's condition of convergence, an infinite determinant 
converges, provided the product of the diagonal elements converges absolutely, 
and the sum of the non-diagonal elements converges absolutely, i.e., if 17 
dies (Dm] converges absolutely and also Z non-diag [Dm] converges. If 
the diagonal elements of an infinite determinant is denoted by 1 + aii and 
non-dizgonal elements are denoted by aik, (i .zi k), the determinant is 
written as , ........................................................... 

w 

Since j u,k j is convergent, the infinite product 
I.b-- 

is also convergent. If we form the products 

P, = ii (1 + 2 4x) . Pm = 5 (I  + 5 1 O ~ X  1) 
<=-l !‘=-"t I=-"! km-n 

then it can be shown (32) thz-t 

IDm+p-Dm. I < p m + p - p m .  

Therefore since P, tends to a limit as m + m, so also Dm tends to a limit 
D and we then say that the infinite determinant 

. . .  [&Ii, k = - w + w 

is convergent and has the value 1). 

In order to secure convergence of eq. (32) divide it by 8, - 4n"hich 
yields 



Which can be written as 

10. DETERMINANT OF THE ~ C T E R I S T I C  EQUATION 

In order that the coefficients Cn in (33) may not vanish, the determi- 
nant of its coefficients must vanish to zero. Hence the definite determi- 
nantal equation is 

n + =  

Hence the characteristic equation f o ~  determining p of the modulated 
structure is given by 

O@)=O (34) 
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A,,,, is only conditionally convergent. Form a new determinant by 
dividing the linear homogeneous equation 

CJa 

( p + 2 n ) 2 C , -  2' O n - ,  C, = O  
JJS-m 

by (P + 212)' - Oo to secure convergence. Then the uew determinant is 

n , (PI = [Bm, ,I 
where 

diag [ B ,  n1 = Bmm = 1 

and 

Hence the new determinant is 



The absolute collvergence of 86, secures tllc convergence of [B,,,,] 
cxccpt when p assu~nes a value such that the denominator of one of the 
element becomes zero. 

By definition 

(36) 
The new determinant V, @) has a sequence of unity along the Inam d~agonal 

flanked by n sequence of the f a m  -- 8-1 - on both nejghbourmg @ - n)" 08, 
diagonals (n = 2, 0, - 2, etc.) 

Since [33] 
m 

sin- = - ez,n* 

-ca 
"+o 
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which can be simplified to 

~h~ determinant V (/3) involves the determinant Vl (B) which is periodic 
in p having simple poles ~t P = - 2n i flo due to off-diagonal elements 
( p  + in)? - (y/80)2. These are the only poles of Vl (b) and since V, + 1 

b + w the functio~~ is bounded a t  infinity. Substracti17g the poles 
from Dl (8)  we get 

where C equals the residue at  each of the poles of V1 

Hence the function K @ )  can be written as 

which has no poles for any value of p, so K (8 )  is anal) tic f o ~  all values of B.  
KG) is also bounded at B -+ CO. Hence K(B) is a constant (see Appendix 
A.1). hs B -> CO, VL @) -+ 1 and the second term under bracket in 
eq. (38) becomes zero. Hence K(p)  becomes unity. Consequently, from 
eq. (39) we obtain 



Let p = 0, then 

c w  77 2 / 8 0  
T.7 (0) = 1 - . cot --- 2 

2 \/8 w +, 
the residue C = [I - V (O)] - - O  tan -- 2 
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whi& i~ @dependent of P and is convergent. Hence, 

In that the coefficients C, which represent the amplitudes of spatial 
hmonics, the determinant (p) = 0. Hellce, 

7rp ': - 
sin 2 ,- 

which leads to the following expression for p 

which characterises the propagation of E, waves in the srtificially simulated 
co-sinusoidally modulated dielectric medium, since 0, involves the modula- 
tion index S which is defined by the ratio of the diffeiaence to the sum of the 
maximum and minimum values or E (z) which is a f (s, b, a). The nature of 
p depends on the nature in which the physic'al parameters s, b or a of the 
corrugated structure is modulated. The propagating waves co~~espond to 
real va@s of 6 which is called the stable solution of the characteristic equa- 
tion, V @) = 0.. Whereas, complex vafues of B correspond to growing 
or damped 'waSC which coiieipond to unstable solution of A @) = 0 .  
'Ibis concept of stability or unstability of modes is in conformity with the 
sdution of H U B  equation whiclipossesses two types of solutions, one of 
thw. being called stable and the other unstable. 

The fifth order determinant in (0) can be reduced to the following 

bufth o~der by adding 6% 
4% - Bo &, to R,, F$o- to R2, o2 - Bo 

~~&;-4 
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R, to R, and &&- R5 to R4 where R, represents the respectivera~s in 
8" 

Expanding the determinant (43) and neglecting triple product tern such 
as tJ,8,?83, etc., involving higher power of 0 than the first (0) can be further 
simplified to 
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,ince ps involve 6 which satisfies the inequality 0< 8 < 1. Hence p can be 
evzlueted in te~ms of 8 which is a [unction of the structure parameters. 

The study of mode stability is under progiess. 

Tpe following coi?clusiom which may be of practical interest may be 
draw.. 

(i) The surface wave characteiistics of a dielectric coated conductor 
if the dielectric is simulated by an mtificial dielectric can be con&olled by 
an appropriate modulation of eithel s, b or a parameter of the line. 

(ii) Control of redietion characteristics if the structure is used as an 
antenna is also possible by suitable modulation of s, b, or a parameter. 

The derivative f '  (a) of a function f (a) which has isolated singulari- 
ties may be written in the form of a contour integral 

Kthe contour C is a circle of radius R centered at  a and letting I f (2) / 
6M' by hypothesis, then 

Let R + w, Le., assume that f (a) is bounded for all vaiues of z, then 
f ' (a) = 0, hence f (a) = constant which is Liouville's theorem. 
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